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¡¡¡ Transportation Business in the USA!!! 

Turn your dream of having your own company in the USA and the possibility of applying for an
investor visa into reality.

Transportation is an option, and at WWW.TUBALANCE.COM, we assist you in your transportation
project from A to Z. Additionally, if you wish, we can operate your new company for you. We can
work together on the logistical operations of your business. You can also apply for an Investment
Visa that allows you to live legally in the USA (consult an Immigration Lawyer).

Visit WWW.TUBALANCE.COM for the necessary information; we are located in Houston, Texas."
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Develop a Successful Business in 
the United States

Projects From:

US$ 100.000,00

empresa transportes, empresas transportes, transportes mercancias, transportes, logistica, empresa transporte, empresa de transportes, empresas de transportes, transportes usa, empresas transporte, transporte mercancias, transporte terrestre, logistica transportes, transportes terrestres, servicio transportes, transportes nacionales, transporte carretera, transportistas, transporte cargas, transporte carga, cargas transportes, negocio usa, negocios usa, inmigracion, usa, visa E2 usa, visas E2, vivir usa, vivir en usa, inversion usa, inversion 
en usa, inversiones usa, inversiones en usa, sueño americano, green card, devaluacion, inflacion en venezuela, venezuela, finanzas, dinero, dolares, dolar, camiones, camion, houston, texas, negocio propio, negocios propios, Desarrollo de proyectos en el area de transporte de carga en USA
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Items Box Truck  Trailer 
Company registration, EIN            1,800.00            1,800.00 
Trucks Estimated Value *          50,000.00          90,000.00 
Licenses and Permits ***                       -                         -   
Door Stickers               300.00               300.00 
Insurance, Liability, Cargo and Fisical Demage          19,500.00          26,000.00 
Parking Lot First Month               150.00               300.00 
Tracking Sistem            1,000.00            1,000.00 
Tecnichal Asistence and Star Up **          29,990.00          34,990.00 
Total Investment US $   102,740.00   154,390.00 

Investment in Box Truck / 18-Wheel Trailer

Estimated base projects costs
Box Truck  / 18 Wheel Trailer

TUBALANCE.COM ®

* Reference truck price. Additional unit within the same project:
Box Truck               $4,990.00
Truck and Trailer $6,990.00

** Project / until start-up 120 Hrs – 60 to 90 calendar days
*** Transportation Licenses:                                                                    $2,500.00.

Training on legal, logistical and operational Management
for a transportation company in USA

(Not included in initial cost)
US$ 100 / Hr
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¿ Where to start?

Building a business right from the start can be financially and
emotionally rewarding. Satisfaction comes with risks: market
fluctuations, changes in trends and styles, new technologies, and
other factors that can disrupt even the best business plans. For any
entrepreneur, professional assistance is essential. We will help you
start and develop your business successfully.
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Starting right from the start

Business Type Advantages Disadvantages

• Starting right from the 
start

• Relatively low cost. 
• Control. 
• Prestigious business. 

Precise business plan.  
• No territorial barriers.

• High risk. 
• Difficulty in financing. 

Making decisions 
without knowledge. 

• No clients. 
• Requires finding a 

good location. 
• Requires an 

administrative system. 
Requires hiring 
employees.

• Requires finding 
suppliers.
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Franchaises

Business Type Advantages Disadvantages

• Buying a franchise • Recognized name.
• Precise plan for doing 

business.
• Possibility of financing 

through the franchise.
• Territorial protection.

• Payment of entry fees and 
royalties.

• He does not own the brand.
• The main decisions are made 

by the franchisor.
• Standards and strategic 

guidelines imposed and 
adhered to the manuals.

• Its success is linked to the 
success or performance of 
the franchisor and other 
franchisees.

• Limitation of economic 
resources in the case of 
contingencies or additional 
working capital 
requirements.
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Business in progress

Business Type Advantages Disadvantages

• Buy an already 
operating business.

• You don't need to invent 
anything.

• There is a customer 
base.

• Immediate cash flow.
• Seller financing possible.
• There is a physical 

headquarters.
• Technical assistance 

from the seller and 
employees.

• There are suppliers and 
sellers. Reduced risk of 
failure.

• The initial investment is 
usually greater than 
starting from scratch, 
since the advantages 
(time savings, proven 
market, income, etc.) 
are being paid for. Thus, 
in the early stages, work 
is done to repay the 
goodwill or invested 
purchase value.

• Possibility of hidden 
problems.
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Advantages of a new business from 
scratch

1. Economic independence and freedom of schedules. Possibility of managing 
your own time, better planning and projecting your life and the time 
dedicated to your family.

2. Possibility of projecting objectives and achievements.

3. Taking advantage of the fruits of your effort and sacrifice.

4. Possibility of enjoying the achievements obtained.

5. Possibility of generating your own income.

6. Possibility of greater and faster personal economic growth.

7. Ability to work and do things your way.
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8. Possibility of working how and where you like.

9. Possibility of leaving an inheritance (company) to your descendants.

10. Ability to plan your breaks (vacations, free time, etc.) according to your 
needs.

11. Development and personal growth according to your needs and dreams.

Advantages of a new business from 
scratch
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The heavy cargo transportation 
business

According to Forbes, the most profitable businesses in operation in the United

States are:

1. Extraction, refining, and distribution of oil or mines.

2. Heavy Cargo Transportation.

3. Health services.

4. Be the Mother franchise.

5. Professional practices (lawyers, doctors, accountants, etc.).

Some of these businesses require special licenses and other businesses are very

difficult to scale down.

The only business capable of being reproduced on a small scale is HEAVY LOAD

TRANSPORT
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Structure of the heavy cargo 
transportation business

ì It is necessary to have TRUCKS with
their TRAILERS.

ì Under market rules, the type,
model, and brand are determined.
Also the decision of “new” or
“used”.

ì Normally, purchased trucks need
accessories or adaptations,
according to a wide range of tasks
and routes to be carried out.

ì This presentation presents several
alternatives for the acquisition of
trucks.

TUBALANCE.COM ®
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ì After being purchased, trucks
and trailers need to be
intervened to include accessories
and adaptations.

ì Identification plates are processed;
also all permits, licenses and
insurance necessary to operate.

ì All of the above generates taxes
(federal or state) that must be paid
before starting operations.

ì In the end, the trucks are enabled
to operate in the 48 continental
states of the United States and
Canada.

Structure of the heavy cargo 
transportation business

TUBALANCE.COM ®
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ì It is necessary to hire drivers and
administrative staff. The system of
recruitment, selection and training
of personnel must be in
accordance with the Department
of Transportation.

ì The office (administrative and
office) is installed professionally, in
the best possible location for the
investor's convenience.

ì We have at our disposal all the
necessary software to operate
successfully.

Structure of the heavy cargo 
transportation business

TUBALANCE.COM ®
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ì Loads are contracted through specialized electronic systems.

ì Typically, there are more loads to transport than trucks available.

ì The Law of Supply (lower) and Demand (higher) works perfectly.

ì As long as your trucks are operational and legally authorized to transport, the
possibility of contracting cargo approaches 100%.

ì The trucks, their loads and drivers are permanently supervised.

ì As one load is transported, the next load is planned, and the next one as well.

ì When delivering a load, receipt documents are generated. While the next load is
being served, the billing process for the previous load begins and so on.

Operating the business
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Some entrepreneurs prefer that after the Technical Assistance contract ends, they can
have a company that manages their operations, totally or partially.

For this, TuBalance.Com offers the business logistics service, which includes the hiring
of the dispatcher, hiring of drivers and maintenance of the trucks, among others.

This contract includes a fee based on the business' turnover or a pre-established flat
fixed rate for a period of time until the stabilization of the business is achieved.

Delegated administration
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Frequent questions
ì In addition to the technical assistance fee, do I have to pay anything

additional?

NO.

ì Do I have to pay monthly royalties?

NO.

ì What happens if I later decide to expand by purchasing additional trucks?

If you decide to expand by purchasing additional trucks, there is no
financial obligation to us.

ì Can I get a Visa with a work permit for this business?

YES. We recommend consulting an Immigration Lawyer.
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Frequent questions
ì Who recommends which trucks, accessories or other things should be

purchased?

TuBalance.Com

ì What happens if I DO NOT follow any of your recommendations?

It’s your responsability. In any case, TuBalance.Com will try to ensure
that the operation continues as normally as possible.

ì When should I pay the Technical Assistance Fee?

50% when signing the agreement and 50% when purchasing the trucks.

ì How long does the whole process take?

From the signing of the initial contract, 90 days from the first
disbursement (if the entrepreneur has all the necessary documentation
to acquire commercial goods in the USA). Otherwise, other
deadlines apply.
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CONTACT

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Lic. Henry Torrealba
Phone/WhatsApp: 

+ 1 346-522-7722 (Houston, Texas)
Office:

440 Benmar Dr., Suite 3344, Houston, TX 77060

Tubalance.com@gmail.com

WWW.TUBALANCE.COM

https://goo.gl/maps/2pDYpGb99QmeMYqa8
mailto:henry.torrealba.usa@gmail.com
http://www.tubalance.com/

